Partitioning of dispersed nanoparticles in a realistic nasal passage for targeted drug delivery.
The complex nasal structure poses obstacles for efficient nasal drug administration beyond the nasal valve, especially when targeting the olfactory region. This study numerically detailed the naturally inhaled nanoparticle transport process from the initial releasing locations to the final deposited sites using a realistic human nasal passage. Dispersed nanoparticles at different coronal cross-sections were partitioned into multiple groups according to their final deposited locations. Results showed inhaled nanoparticles are more likely to move along the septum. Olfactory deposited particles entered the nose through the inner superior corner of the nostril; the middle meatus deposited particles entered the nose through the top third of the nostril; the inferior deposited particles entered via the bottom floor regions of the nostril. Therefore, targeted nasal inhalation therapies that intentionally release therapeutic particles from these recognized regions at the nostril plane can considerably improve the resultant topical disposition doses. However, it remains challenging to completely prevent undesired particle depositions as particles coming from the same location may produce multiple-sites depositions due to partition overlapping. Nevertheless, the fraction of undesired particle deposition is anticipated to be reduced at a great extent compared to unplanned releasing approaches.